Earth Systems in my Ahupua’a

© Healthy Climate Communities

Lesson 1. What Earth Systems are in my Ahupua’a?
System – Something that has parts that interact together and may have energy or matter coming in and going out. If
it does, that means it interact with other systems. Examples you might have heard of are an ecosystem and the solar
system. Other examples of systems are an animal or a machine.
Model
include diagrams, physical replicas, mathematical representations, analogies (like labs), and computer simulations.
Ahupua’a – This is a traditional Hawaiian land division that usually runs from the mountain summits to the outer edge
of the ocean reefs. Each ahupua’a had all the things that the residents needed to live.

Phenomenon: Something happens when you put hot water in a plastic bag.
My wonders... If hot water... then...

Notes...

Lesson 1: What Earth Systems are in my Ahupua’a?

Earth Systems Model - Four Spheres
Highlight each of Earth’s Spheres. Hydrosphere – blue. Geosphere – brown. Atmosphere – pink. Biosphere – green
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Earth Systems Model 2 - Water Cycle
Draw a model with arrows showing the water cycle. Label the following:
1. Evaporation

2. Precipitation

4. Condensation

6. Transpiration
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Lesson 2. What can I learn about my ahupua’a from GIS maps,
and from Hawaiian names of places, rains and winds?
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) - GIS is a system designed to capture, store, manipulate, analyze, manage, and
Elevation - Height above sea level.
Watershed
Perennial
Wetlands – Area where water covers the soil, or is present near the surface of the soil, like a marsh or swamp.
Windward – The side from which the wind blows.
Leeward – The side sheltered from the wind.

Phenomenon: Maps showed the world from above, even when people could only
see the world from the ground.
My wonders...

Notes...
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Earth Systems Worksheet 2
GIS Map http://arcg.is/1G4LGu Click Details then Content if legend on left is not visible

GEOSPHERE
Basemap: Oceans
just like on land. The numbers tell you how many feet deep the water is. Observe that
the depth around the islands is much deeper than between the islands. What could
explain this phenomenon?

Basemap: Oceans
Content: Elevation Ranges (ft)
of the islands were formed by more than one volcano? Zoom in on your island, how
many mountain ranges are on your island?

Basemap: Oceans
Content: Ahupua’a (outlined)
Zoom to your island
What is the pattern between elevation and the shape of each ahupua’a? What advanresources from within the boundaries of their own ahupua’a?
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Earth Systems Worksheet #2
Zoom to your ahupua’a. Right click on it and see the popup. Fill in the names and size below.
Ahupua’a:

Moku:

Mokupuni:

Acres:

What are the elevations in your ahupua’a?
Highest Elevation:

Lowest Elevation:

HYDROSPHERE
Basemap: Imagery
Content: Annual Rainfall (mm),
Elevation Ranges (ft)
The darker purple the lines are, the more rain falls. What patterns do you see between
elevation and rainfall? What pattern do you see on the windward vs. the leeward side?

ent?

Basemap: Imagery
Content: Annual Rainfall (mm),
Ahupua’a (shaded
(shaded)for Oahu only)

-

Is there a relationship between rainfall and size of an ahupua’a? How much rain does
your ahupua’a get? Is it big or small?
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Basemap: Imagery
Content: Fresh Water Streams,
Ahupua’a (shaded)
(shaded for Oahu only)

Basemap: Imagery
Content: Wetlands
it rains too much to evaporate. Where do you see the biggest wetlands on your island?
In your ahupua’a?

Basemap: Imagery
Content: Watersheds,
Ahupua’a (shaded)
(shaded for Oahu only)
The black lines showing the watershed boundaries coincide with the ridges of mountains and hills so that all the water from each watershed drains to one river or stream
and ahupua’a boundaries? Why?
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BIOSPHERE
Basemap: Imagery
Content: Coral Reefs
Reefs are alive – they are built from the skeletons of coral polyps. The population of
places for coral reefs. What pattern of reefs are on the shoreline of your ahupua’a?

Basemap: Light Grey Canvas
Content: Land Cover, Ahupua’a
(outlined)
see all the land use types. Can you list in order from most to least the 5 most common
land use types in your ahupua’a? Estimate based on your observations, and use the
legend to see the name of each. What does it tell you about how crowded with people
it is? Whether food is grown here? Whether there is a lot of land set aside for conservation?
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NAMES
Basemap: USA
USGSTopo
National
Maps Map

Content: Ahupua’a (outlined)

Water Features (Streams, Wetlands, Lakes, or Bays):

Land Features (Mountains, Hills, Valleys, Points):

Wind and Rain:

Earth Systems Worksheet #2

Lesson 3. How do Earth’s Systems interact in my ahupua’a?
Trade Winds – Winds blowing from North East of Hawaii that the sailing ships used to rely on for their trade routes.
Chemical reaction
Carbon – Carbon combines with other substances (like hydrogen and oxygen) to make the building blocks of all living things. It also
combines with other substances to make gases, including CO2 and methane. Graphite and diamonds are made of pure carbon.
Fossil Fuels – Made from dead plants that were compressed and heated underground for a long time to make coal (land plants)
and oil or gas (marine plants).
Carbon Sources release carbon. CO2 is released by:
Combustion - Burning
Decomposition - Rotting
Respiration - Breathing
Carbon Sinks take in and store carbon. Carbon is taken in by:
Photosynthesis - Plants take in CO2, sunlight and water to make food (sugar)
Consumption - Eating
Building coral, shells, and limestone - These are made of carbon combined with calcium. Limestone is rock made
out of shells and dead coral.
surface of the ocean and the air.

Phenomenon: It is wetter on the windward side of all the islands.
My wonders...

Lesson 3: How Earth’s Systems Interact in my Ahupua’a

Earth Systems Model 3 - Carbon Cycle
Draw a model with arrows showing the carbon cycle. Label the following:
1. CO2

2. Eruption

3. Consumption (land and
ocean)

4. Photosynthesis
(land and ocean)

5. Shell/coral formation

7. Respiration

8. Limestone

9. Combustion

10. Fossil Fuels
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Earth Systems Model 3 - Carbon Cycle
Carbon Sources

Carbon Sinks

MATH EXTENSION
Flux – Flow
Sequester – Remove, as in when plants sequester carbon from the air through photosynthesis.
Stored – To put away, as in when carbon is stored away in forests and does not enter the atmosphere.
Net
Annual
Emissions
Write out your formula, then calculate with data from your watershed.

Earth Systems Model 3 - Carbon Cycle
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and how can they be reduced?
Global Warming – A rapid increase in the overall temperature of the earth’s atmosphere over the last 50 years due to increased
levels of heat-trapping gases in the atmosphere.
Climate Change
of glaciers, and an increase in extreme weather events.
– Change in the chemistry of the ocean when CO2 is absorbed and reacts with seawater to produce acid.
Mitigation – Making a consequence less severe. Mitigation of climate change addresses the root cause by reducing greenhouse
gas emissions or increasing sequestration.
Adaptation
rise by building ports higher.
Tree Canopy – The percentage of a place that is covered by branches and leaves of trees.

If a balloon..., then...

After you read the articles, please answer.
1. How did the work of scientists in Antarctica help Hawaii’s policy makers decide what to do to solve climate change?

2. How do the solutions they picked relate to the carbon cycle?

Draw arrows showing what causes what. More than one arrow can go out of the same card or go into the same card. Hint:
Start in
with
root of the problem and think about direct effects.
Start
thethe
middle.

Start

Draw arrows showing what causes what. More than one arrow can go out of the same card or go into the same card. Hint:
Start
in the colors
middle.mark connections between chains of cause and effect.
The frame

Gov. Ige signs bill setting 100 percent renewable energy
By Mileka Lincoln June 8, 2015
HONOLULU (HawaiiNewsNow) –
called the most aggressive clean energy goal in the country: Hawaii seeks to become completely
energy self-sustaining, using 100 percent renewable sources, by 2045.
“As the most oil-dependent state in the nation, Hawaii spends roughly $5 billion a year on
foreign oil to meet its energy needs,” Governor Ige said. “Making the transition to renewable,
indigenous resources for power generation will allow us to keep more of that money at home,
thereby improving our economy, environment and energy security.”
Sustainable energy advocates say law will help Hawaii transition from being the most oil
dependent state in the U.S. to one of the greenest.

Keep O‘ahu Cool by Maintaining and Enhancing the Community Forest
Trees are critical urban infrastructure and necessary for the health of our communities. Often
underappreciated, these work horses provide multiple free environmental services and are
essential components of both climate change adaptation and mitigation. Trees directly address
climate change by both absorbing and sequestering greenhouse gas pollution and shading us
from the increased heat that we are experiencing.
For City street and park trees, it is important that we maintain accurate information on their
numbers and condition. For every dollar spent on tree planting and care, Honolulu’s trees
nearly 5 percent of its total tree canopy over the study area in just four years. The analysis also
showed that the loss is not from vast clearings, but from thousands and thousands of pinpricks
the removal of street trees than for planting.
must invest in and steward our community forests. The City will increase the tree canopy across
Oahu Resilience Strategy 2019. City and County of Honolulu. p. 98.

Lesson 5. Design a tree planting plan in your ahupua’a.
Criteria – the goal to be met
Carbon stored – In 20 years’ time, the total Tons of CO2 stored in your trees must add up to at least 23.
This is the average amount of carbon a person used each year in your ahupua’a.
More Criteria – additional goals (one or more) to choose from
Urban trees – Trees by buildings, streets, and parks reduce extra CO2 because they reduce temperatures and then
less AC is used. They also make people healthier by cleaning the air, protecting their skin from sun, and providing
beauty. Trees that drop a lot of fruit, nuts or
spiny leaves are hazardous in urban areas unless they are well maintained.
Watershed protection
streams, wetlands and coral reefs. Trees in dry places help keep moisture in the area even after the rain stops.
– Trees can produce food for the owners to eat or sell. They can produce wood that the owners
sell to make things and as long as that wood doesn’t rot, the carbon stays out of the air.
Biodiversity – Planting native trees protects them from going extinct. It also provides habitat for native birds, insects
and snails that might go extinct.
Constraints
Right tree in the right place – Match the altitude and rainfall color bars with the location you want to plant.
Mix – You need a mix of at least three types of trees in case of a pest or inability of one type of tree to adapt to the
changing climate.
Spacing
you selected.
Map

Mark a map or Draw a picture of your planting location and your trees in place when they are mature. Use
the canopy spread data to space the trees the right distance apart. It can be a google map, iTree Design, or a paper
map provided by your teacher.
Lesson 5: Design a Tree Planting Plan

Lesson 5. Design a tree planting plan in your ahupua’a.

Biodiversity

Type of Tree
Urban / Watershed

Food / Wood / Good Shade

Economic / Native

Urban / Watershed

Food / Wood / Good Shade

Economic / Native

Urban / Watershed

Food / Wood / Good Shade

Economic / Native

Urban / Watershed

Food / Wood / Good Shade

Economic / Native

Urban / Watershed

Food / Wood / Good Shade

Economic / Native

Carbon
Stored
(20 yrs)

# Trees
Planted

Total
Carbon
Stored

Total tons of
carbon stored
for ALL trees

Write an explanation of why you designed your tree planting the way you did.

Is it realistic for every person in your ahupua’a to plant enough trees to store 23 tons of carbon every year so
they can take as much carbon out of the atmosphere as they emit? Why?
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